
Taking environmental changes as business opportunities
Aiming for department stores in the new era that connect customers with goods and 
events via platforms

More than 10 years have passed since the formation of the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group and the environment surrounding us has 

changed signifi cantly.

The Group formulated a three-year plan (for FY2019 to FY2021) and began to execute it in the current fi scal year for the next 

growth stage, in an environment of ongoing changes such as digitalization and population decline. We will continue growing as 

a future department store by taking the various risks surrounding us and environmental changes as opportunities and creating 

new businesses and value by taking advantage of IT, stores and people as our strengths.

Connecting people 
and bridging times

Trust 
(brands) Customers

Human 
resources

Real 
estate

Stores in 
Japan and 
overseas

Real estate 
business

Finance 
businesses

Online 
businesses

Offl ine 
businesses

Strengths and business structure of 
the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group

Major changes in social trends

3 Establishment of a sustainable society

Acceleration of decline in birthrate and aging of population
Population concentration in urban areas and depopulation of rural areas
Increase of population in ASEAN countries, Africa, India, and others
Economic growth of Asia and Africa

1 Demographic changes

Environmental changes attributed to the IT revolution
Expansion of sharing economy

2 Evolution of digital technologies

Acceleration of bipolarization of consumption
Expansion of the affl uent population in the world
Rise of the Millennial Generation
Increase in demand from inbound tourists
Overstore

4 Reduction in the absolute number of customers

Limitations of retailing based on bricks-and-mortar stores
Rise of e-commerce
Diversifi cation of purchase and payment methods
Changes in logistics and supply chains
Shift in needs from ownership to shared use
Expansion of the second market
Diversifi cation of customer needs (from goods to events and experience)

5 Environmental changes caused by IT

Changes in the environment surrounding 
the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group

Strengths of 
the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group

Businesses of 
the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group

Major changes in social trends

Medium-Term Management Plan
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Promotion of initiatives 
to address material 
ESG issues

Promotion of sustainability P.27

Reinforcement of corporate governance structure P.31

Cost structure reform

Increasing points of 
contact with customers 
in the real estate and 
finance businesses

Provision of a new 
customer experience 
with digital technologies

Seamless connection 
between online(e-commerce) 
and offline (bricks-and-mortar 
stores)

Provision of a supreme 
customer experience

Initiatives under the three-year plan

Customers

Goods and 
Events

Platform

Fixing target customers (the affl uent population, Millennial Generation, 
and inbound tourists)
Taking measures for the high-end market
Remodeling flagship stores P.16-17

New customer experience using digital technologies P.18

Seamless link between online (e-commerce) and offline (bricks-
and-mortar stores) P.17

Expansion of new businesses with digital technologies P.20

Participation in a mixed-use development project implemented 
overseas P.22

Reforms of business and cost structures

Department Stores in the New Era
that make use of the power of

IT, stores, and people (platform operators)

Future direction of value creation

With the 10th anniversary of business integration in 2018, which formed the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group as an opportunity, 

Isetan Mitsukoshi Holdings adopted connecting people and bridging times as the vision called Our Philosophy, which 

describes the meaning of the Group’s existence and how the Company wants the Group to be. In Our Philosophy, the 

Company clearly set a course of action for Group companies. The Group is now advancing initiatives based on that course of 

action, aiming to be future department stores that make the most of IT, stores and people.

By nature, department stores have been serving customers as places for not only shopping but also enjoying dining and 

pastimes. However, customer needs have been changing, refl ecting the changes of the times. Our latest goal is to be a new 

mediator, which is different from conventional department stores, once again.

With the rapid development of IT, information about goods and events all over the world has become available. As a result, 

customers’ purchasing behaviors have changed signifi cantly. In this environment, we will maximize our strengths by 

combining the strengths of the Group and its business structure by using IT and strive to develop new business strategies 

and infrastructure. We will thus aim to create new value as a mediator who connects customers with goods, events, and 

information both online and offl ine.

We will provide an unprecedented customer experience by transforming our businesses with a new framework centered on 

the new department store business (online and offl ine), the real estate business, and the fi nance business, based on our 

strengths including stores in Japan and overseas, real estate we own, brands, customers, and human resources. We will 

thereby deepen our bond with customers and the times and play a role in connecting people and bridging times.

INTEGRATED REPORT 2019
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Through FY2018, we proceeded with transformation through structural reform as a preliminary measure.

From the current fiscal year, we will finally shift our focus to the full-scale transformation aimed at the next growth phase and 

provide our customers and other stakeholders with new value as a corporate group that connects people and bridges times.

We will also work on a drastic reform of our cost structure to establish a revenue base for achieving our growth strategies.

Cost structure reform

The Isetan Mitsukoshi Group’s 
strengths and business structure

Outline of the Three-Year Plan 

1  Business Strategies by Segment
Strategy for the Retail (Department Store) Business
We will achieve a seamless state in which customers around the world can freely go back and forth between the online and 
offline stores of the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group.
In the online channel, we will create a system to significantly increase points of contact with customers by promoting the 
digitalization of information based on the products at Isetan Shinjuku Main Store.
In the offline channel, we will establish a store model that satisfies both the creation of liveliness and the securing of revenue 
by creating shops with the ability to draw more customers.

Strategy for the Real Estate Business
We will promote the stable commercialization of shopping center operation and the maximization of value for company-owned 
real estate properties in Japan, as well as mixed-use development projects overseas.

2  Capital Policy

After the fundamental structural reforms of the existing businesses of the Group, which we have pursued since FY2017, we 
will work to maintain a sound financial base from FY2019 to expand the revenue base in the future while making appropriate 
strategic investments.
Specifically, we will strive toward the profitability of business, capital efficiency and optimal balance sheets in response to the 
continuously changing business environment.

3  Promotion of Sustainability

As the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group, which connects people and bridges the times, we will set and implement three focused initiatives.

Three-Year Plan of 
the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group

How the Company Wants the Group to Be

I. Providing a supreme customer experience, both online and offline
II. Providing a new customer experience by combining the Group’s strengths 

with digital technologies
III. Increasing points of contact with customers in the real estate business

Department stores in the new era that makes use of 
the power of IT, stores, and people (platform operators)

Connecting People and Bridging Times

Medium-Term Management Plan
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1 Innovation of MD to Improve Profitability

Remodeling of Mitsukoshi Nihombashi Main Store

Flagship 
stores

Revisions of MD and category balance

Improvement of the working environment and new measures for CRM

Improvement of the working environment 
and new measures for CRM

Introduction of content 
with a strong ability to draw 

customers and the promotion 
of fixed-term leasehold

Revisions of the efficiency of MD 
and human resources

Branch 
stores

Regional 
stores

We are implementing an initiative to bridge the gap between customer needs and the floor area and the product lineup at stores 

by revising MD and category balance, which we have not addressed for many years at flagship stores. In the next phase, we will 

consolidate unprofitable sales floors offering self-selected products and revise each brand and MD in the period up to FY2021 

and lead these efforts toward improvements in the profitability of MD per area and the efficiency of human resources.

We will also improve profitability at Group stores other than flagship stores by implementing similar initiatives to those at flagship 

stores from FY2020. 

We have embarked on the revisions of MD and category balance at flagship stores by remodeling them in FY2018 and FY2019, 

ahead of other Group stores. 

Business Strategies by Segment1

Exterior view of Mitsukoshi Nihombashi Main Store Watches on the sixth floor of the main building Men’s personal order salon on the second floor of the main building

Strategy for the Retail (Department Store) Business

1

Revisions of MD and 
category balance

Remodeling to revise the efficiency 
of MD per area and human resources1 2

2

FY2021FY2020FY2019FY2018

We are proceeding with the remodeling of Mitsukoshi 

Nihombashi Main Store to convert it into a department store 

with world-class hospitality, centered on customer service—

the greatest strengths of the store.

In October 2018, the store had its grand opening after the 

first-phase remodeling. We introduced a new system for 

hospitality by combing our people, environment and services 

with digital technologies. About 150 category specialists are 

on each floor to help customers make purchases beyond 

the boundaries of brands and categories by meeting their 

requirements. Using digital technologies, we have reinforced 

the information sharing system for staff members, allowing 

them to offer optimal hospitality to each customer.

We plan to complete the second-phase remodeling within 

FY2019. In this phase, we will expand and enhance the 

product lineup of categories (men’s order, luxury brands, 

watches, jewelry and art) in which target customers have a 

high interest. We are also revising MD and category balance 

by consolidating women’s apparel and living categories, and 

making changes to the MD structure at the new building. 
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At Isetan Shinjuku Main Store, we will create new value through 

activities such as the dedicated pursuit of authenticity and 

substance, the expansion of the product lineup, and the suggestion 

of a new customer experience.

After the first-phase remodeling in FY2018, we have renovated the 

entire men’s building for the first time since its opening in 2003. It 

has been renewed as a men’s fashion store that meets requests 

of each customer and achieves the desired look by dramatically 

renovating the products, the environment and services with the 

changes of the times and customers.

In the second-phase remodeling, which we are working on in 

FY2019, we focus on the revisions of MD and category balance, 

which lost touch with the needs of target customers. Specifically, 

we have consolidated unprofitable women’s apparel and living 

categories as we did at Mitsukoshi Nihombashi Main Store.

In addition, we have expanded and enhanced the lineup of luxury 

brands, cosmetics, jewelry and watches, for which the floor area 

and the product lineup ran short, despite high customer needs, and 

provided a new purchase experience by using digital technologies. 

We are thus striving to make the store even more distinctive.

Providing a Supreme Customer Experience, both Online and Offline

1 Making Products Offered at Flagship Stores Purchasable Anytime and Anywhere
 (making them available online and at brick-and-mortar stores)

Exterior view of Isetan Shinjuku Main Store Cosmetics on the second floor of the main building Ladies’ shoes on the second floor of the main building

Remodeling of Isetan Shinjuku Main Store

2 Promotion of Seamless Linkage

*The image is for illustrative purposes only.

Buying products 
at brick-and-mortar stores

Seamless Integration of Online EC Services and Offline Brick-and-Mortar Store Services

Customers

Searching for products online 
regardless of time and place

Buying products online

Visiting brick-and-
mortar stores

Same product information 
and product range

<Stock and product range>

Brick-and-Mortar Stores Online (WEB)

<Stock and product range>

We will provide the best customer experience by building 

a platform on which customers around the world can 

freely go back and forth between online and offline stores.

We will become a department store supported 

by customers once again by providing them with 

distinctive recommendations and services through the 

encouragement of the customer journey from online to 

offline and vice versa. 

As the starting point for offline, we will build a system for 

customers to be able to obtain information and purchase 

products at Isetan Shinjuku Main Store both at the brick-

and-mortar store and online by posting information about 

its products online. For that purpose, we will expand data 

linkage with our business partners, aiming to digitalize our 

products. We will also proceed with a studio photoshoot of 

our products and posting the images online. Meanwhile, we 

will provide the same product lineup as the flagship stores 

online to customers in regions without a nearby our store.

Choosing products by seeing them 
in person at brick-and-mortar stores

Using PC at home 
and smartphone

Medium-Term Management Plan
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YourFIT365 Service:
Stress-Free Shoe Purchase Experience

YourFIT365 commenced in the ladies’ shoe section of Isetan 

Shinjuku Main Store following the August 2019 renewal. The 

new service seamlessly connects our online store with our 

B&M store under the theme of “Find a pair that perfectly fits 

your feet.”

Through digital foot measurement and product 

recommendations with a perfect fit, in addition to customer 

service by our expert stylists, the personal shoe fitting service 

allows women who have difficulty finding the right pair or who 

want to fashionably wear pumps to experience stress-free shoe 

shopping.

 Offline Measurement

In the physical store, we will visualize foot data with a 3D foot 

measurement device, match it with the wooden last data, and 

show recommendations based on the products displayed 

and in stock. We will suggest shoes in the right size from 

readymade and made-to-order products.

Additionally, our expert stylists, such as shoe counsellors, will 

help you find a pair that suits your taste and size.

The service has started with pumps, in which comfort is 

important. Our database contains the wooden last data on 

1,000 models of readymade pumps manufactured by eight 

domestic and overseas brands under a collaboration with 

them.

 Online Measurement

Using the Isetan Mitsukoshi app, check your foot data that 

has been created at the store. The app recommends products 

that fit your feet and allows you to purchase them through 

e-commerce anywhere, any time.

Make an appointment for storefront services on the website or 

app.

2 Providing a New Customer Experience by Using Digital Technologies
 (improving the quality of customer services)

*Click here (See the following) for more details of YourFIT365.  https://www.isetan.mistore.jp.e.az.hp.transer.com/shinjuku/service/yourfit365.html

Foot measurement in stores (given for illustrative purposes)

Recommended shoes (given for illustrative purposes)

Foot measurement data screen (given for illustrative purposes)

Example of a New Customer Experience Using Digital Technologies
Isetan Shinjuku Main Store’s Efforts

We will be able to provide services tailored to each 

customer seamlessly both online and offline by having them 

register with a digital ID. We will offer optimal suggestions 

to customers both online and offline by digitalizing and 

accumulating qualitative information obtained through our 

customer service. We will thus create a new customer 

experience to improve the quality of our customer service.

In stores, we will share qualitative information accumulated 

about customers who are planning to visit stores with all 

shops and store staff. Based on this information, we will find 

the best matches for each customer by searching through 

our wealth of information on products and services beyond 

the boundaries of shops.

As a tool for connecting customers with stores, we will use 

a members-only website that can be accessed with both 

computers and smartphones. On this website, members 

can make reservations for a range of services and events, 

check information including their purchase history, receive 

recommendations tailored to each customer and use other 

functions. We plan to expand these services. 
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New
Isetan 
Mitsukoshi
website

Enhancement of Contact Points with Customers (integration into a new website/app)

Optimal Transmission of Information and Content

Plan for Transfer to a New Website/App

Isetan Mitsukoshi 
app

MY ISETAN/
MY MITSUKOSHI 

app

Branch/
regional store 

app(s)

Now

Launch of the new 
Isetan Mitsukoshi 

website/app

Start of points provision
for non-MI Card payments

Addition of
the functions specific

to the app

The app and website will 
be radically modified by 
adding the e-commerce 
function on information 

on all stores.

Guide users from the 
mobile site to the app.

Functions specific to 
the app to be added 

sequentially

Close
Encourage users to download 

the new app.

Close
Encourage users to download 

the new app.

*The transfer plan was made in December 2019.
*The images are given for illustrative purposes.

Mid-to-long termFY2020

First half of FY2020 During FY2020

FY2019

Isetan Mitsukoshi
website

Change the link 
to e-commerce.

New
Isetan 
Mitsukoshi
website

website/app
Current 
Isetan 
website

Current 
Mitsukoshi 
website

Current 
Mitsukoshi 
website

In spring 2020, multiple websites and apps of Mitsukoshi 

and Isetan will be unified. The shopping function and store 

event information will be integrated into a single platform 

to merge points of contact with customers to ensure 

seamlessness.

The new website and app, by boosting the various 

service contents according to customers interests such 

as using videos for communicating product’s texture and 

world views of brands while adding store information and 

e-commerce functions, will reinforce the platform base 

as a customer contact point and promote the attraction 

of customers and online shopping for products that 

customers find at the B&M store.

At the physical store, we are currently providing 

information for customers based on a variety of attributes 

via social media as a trial. First, obtain a digital ID by 

registering. Then, we will analyze customer segments in 

the details, provide customers with more personalized 

information more seamlessly online or offline, and analyze 

their interest in real time by referring to the hit rates of 

transmitted information. Those information will be used for 

making next business plans.

Medium-Term Management Plan
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Personal styling

Online store for 
cosmetics

Periodic home 
delivery service

Exclusive online 
brands

Sharing

Custom orders

eGift

https://isetandoor.mistore.jphttps://meeco.mistore.jp/variety

meeco (an online store for cosmetics) ISETAN DOOR (periodic home delivery service)

Launched in February 2019 Launched in June 2018

Examples of New Customer Experience

Providing a New Customer Experience by Combining the Group’s Strengths 
with Digital Technologies

Infrastructure

https://meeco.mistore.jp/varietyhttps://meeco.mistore.jp/varietyhttps://meeco.mistore.jp

To provide customers with a new purchase experience, the 

Company is strengthening and expanding new online businesses 

that take advantage of our strengths by using the common 

infrastructure of the Group. We will offer a wider variety of 

products than we can provide at bricks and-mortar stores and 

diversify purchase methods. We will also link online businesses to 

each other to expand the business scale and improve customer 

convenience. At present, we are planning projects on seven 

businesses and promoting them by utilizing the agile method. We 

will develop the feasible ones among them into business models 

with the aim of making them sources of profit in the future.

We newly launched the online store for cosmetics with 

Japan’s largest assortment, information and content 

allowing customers to find what they want, combined with 

the convenience necessary for e-commerce.

The website is very convenient for satisfying a variety 

of needs, for example, if you usually buy cosmetics at a 

department store yet have difficulty returning to the store 

for additional purchases, if there are no department stores 

nearby even though you are interested, or if you have never 

bought cosmetics at department stores.

In November, we launched meeco variety, the online store 

specialized in low-priced cosmetic products. The website 

was renewed as an unprecedented online store for both 

high-end cosmetics and low-priced cosmetics.

This is a new periodic home delivery service that we 

provide online. It is a proposal-based service for enriching 

customers’ everyday lives, which we provide by taking 

advantage of Isetan’s capability of making suggestions and 

its product lineup. We provide around 5,000 items that are 

carefully selected by buyers and stylists of Isetan. They 

range from popular sweets offered on the basement floors 

of department stores to everyday foods including chilled 

food and perishable items, foodstuffs related to special in-

store projects, and items for supporting expectant mothers 

and women rearing children. Orders can be placed easily 

with a smartphone or PC for the convenience of women 

who are busy with work or household work. Products are 

delivered at the times and dates specified by customers.

Since its launch, this service has been well received by a 

wide range of customers, mainly including working women 

in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area.
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CRM strategies of the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group deepen and expand connections with customers.

3 Promotion of CRM

*Refer to this for details on the Group Customer Program.  https://cp.mistore.jp/common/service/gcp.html

2. Development of Infrastructure to Provide Value to Customers

Enhancement of the Group Customer Program (GCP)
As a new infrastructure to support connections with customers, we introduced the Group Customer Program in the second 

half of FY2018 as a new way to use the environment, customer service and services, which are strengths of the Group.

We offer services according to the purchase amount in the previous fiscal year. They include the Lounge Service that 

provides Lounge Service where customers can have relaxing breaks at Isetan Shinjuku Main Store and Mitsukoshi 

Nihombashi Main Store, the Family Ties, a coupon for dinner and travel to deepen family ties, a free parking service, and a 

store attendant service. We will enhance service content and expand it from stores in the Tokyo Metropolitan area to those 

across the country. In the first half of FY2019, the frequency of customers visiting our stores and their amount of purchases 

increased from a year ago, suggesting that these services have been well received.

Expansion of One-to-One Sales
We will stand closer to loyal customers with one-to-one digital technologies and people.

1. Development of the Customer Base

To deepen connections with customers, which is a strength of the Company, we will develop the customer base by increasing 

digital members and expanding identified customers. We will build a system that is able to make optimal suggestions tailored 

to all customers both online and offline.

We will acquire app members by providing attractive content and services in apps that will be integrated in FY2020 and 

expand point services for customers who make payments with a non-MI Card.

3. Measures for Inbound Tourists

We will also consider offering the Group Customer Program and one-to-one sales for foreign customers.

Mitsukoshi Nihombashi Main Store, The Lounge Isetan Shinjuku Main Store, The Lounge

Customer identification with app membership

Initiatives for Three Years

FY2021FY2020FY2019

Giving of points for non-MI Card payments

Acquisition of digital ID

Enhancement of service content and expansion into all stores

Examination, new establishment and 
enhancement of GCP for non-JapaneseLaunching of measures for inbound tourists

GCP services

Expansion of 
digital members

CRM 
programs

CRM Strategies

Medium-Term Management Plan
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mi:ts KOKUBUNJI

Redevelopment of Company-Owned Real Estate Properties 
in Japan

Promotion of Overseas Mixed-Use Development Project

Mixed-use development project in Manila, 
the Philippines

Increasing Points of Contact with Customers in the Real Estate Business

Strategies for the Real Estate Business

FOOD & TIME ISETAN YOKOHAMA

The Isetan Mitsukoshi Group owns real estate properties in the premium districts 

of Japan. We will proceed with the redevelopment of company-owned real estate 

properties (stores) in Japan in conjunction with urban redevelopment projects from 

a long-term perspective. At the same time, we will take measures to improve the 

efficiency of the portfolio of company-owned real estate, including the reorganization 

of the scattered head offices and the replacement of properties. We will also 

strengthen the business of operating commercial facilities to expand the real estate 

business and apply our expertise in leasing for our existing department stores.

In areas where urban redevelopment projects are planned, such as those around 

Isetan Shinjuku Main Store and Mitsukoshi Nihombashi Main Store, we will contribute 

to urban development by making effective use of our properties around each area in 

conjunction with the local redevelopment project, in addition to making each store 

even more distinctive. We will promote the effective utilization of company-owned 

properties in our efforts to increase the profit from real estate.

Strengthening the Business of Operating Commercial Facilities

We will expand the business of operating commercial facilities by positioning it as the 

core of our real estate business. The Company will apply leasing knowhow gained 

through businesses launched in areas such as Yokohama and Kokubunji in the 

previous fiscal year to existing businesses such as department stores.

In March 2018, we opened FOOD & TIME ISETAN YOKOHAMA in Yokohama JOINUS. 

Here, we operate around 30 outlets including shops offering a wide variety of foods, 

as well as cafes and restaurants, targeting diverse working people who go by 

Yokohama Station and those who come to Yokohama for various purposes.

In April 2018, mi:ts KOKUBUNJI, a locally-based commercial facility located in front of 

the north exit of Kokubunji Station, had its grand opening. At this facility, we operate 

around 50 outlets, including restaurants, cafes, sundry stores, and clothing stores, 

under the concept of “Store for our gathering” (a comfortable place for daily use that 

suggests lifestyles of slightly superior quality and offers places for gathering).

Overseas, we are working on a mixed-use development of dwellings for sale and 

commercial facilities in Manila, the Philippines, jointly with Nomura Real Estate 

Development Co., Ltd. and Federal Land Incorporated. It is the first joint project in 

the Philippines that involves a Japanese developer and a Japanese retail company. 

Through the development project, a commercial complex on a lower level is 

scheduled to be completed in 2021, followed by four condominium towers that are 

scheduled for completion in 2027.

In Tianjin, China, we are proceeding with the development of a new digital 

experience-based shopping center under the concept of a shopping museum, 

aiming for a partial opening at the end of 2020 by establishing a joint venture 

company with Yanlord Land Investment Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., which 

develops commercial facilities in China.

In the future, we will engage in mixed-use development projects overseas in 

cooperation with local leading companies. 
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Aspiring to provide
the ultimate customer experience 
both online and offline to achieve 

seamless linkage. 

Executive Vice Presiden
and Chief Merchandising Officer

Toru Takeuchi

A totally new way of shopping

In the three-year plan (FY2019 to FY2021) announced last 

November, we expressed the provision of the ultimate 

customer experience both online and offline as seamless 

linkage. In the current three-year plan, we describe the 

specifics of this seamless linkage to facilitate deeper 

understanding.

The seamless linkage has two aspects. One is seamless 

linkage in customer shopping and the other is seamless 

linkage in our sales services.

Digital strategies that we are currently accelerating, 

including the improvement of our website, apps and the 

initiative to make all products dealt with at Isetan Shinjuku 

Main Store available online, for example, are never an 

attempt to convert our operations into the EC business.

Today, most people do research on the Internet or a 

smartphone before going out. If there is no information 

about our stores available online, the priority for visiting 

our stores will decline significantly. However, if information 

is properly available on the Internet, the number of 

customers who visit our stores, including new customers, 

will increase.

In addition, all products offered at Isetan Shinjuku Main 

Store can be purchased online, which will be more 

convenient for customers in less urban areas where 

our Group stores are located. As indicated by the 

announcement of the closure of a large store of our 

apparel business partner, it is a heavy burden for our 

business partners as well as department stores to operate 

by assorting products while keeping staff members as well 

as shift workers. The situation is harsher in small cities 

than in urban areas with a large number of customers.

Suppose, for example, that shops from the same business 

partner are operated at a single store. It may be better 

to set a new space or create a corner where the brands 

of these shops are together and customers can try 

different items as well as ones in different sizes or colors 

by ordering them online if they are not in the store, rather 

than servicing customers in each of these shops.

Medium-Term Management Plan
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Another possible idea is that we create a shop without 

products, called “MI Online Shop.” This is a place where 

customers can relax with a cup of tea and search for 

various products on a tablet while a concierge offers 

advice when customers have questions.

A place for shopping created with a new way of thinking 

will enable us to improve the efficiency of human 

resources and costs more effectively than operating shops 

separately, raising the level of the digital infrastructure 

and investing in the creation of a place for spending more 

quality time.

Customers will be able to shop with the necessary 

information at home or in a store, wherever and whenever 

they want. To see the actual product, instead of walking 

around searching for it by themselves, they can go to 

a store when it is convenient by placing an order in 

advance. They can also feel at ease when receiving 

courteous service. This is a new method of shopping that 

a conventional department store is unable to offer. This is 

the first aspect of seamlessness in shopping.

Providing one-to-one service both 
offline and digitally

Conventionally, the CRM had had no choice but uniformly 

corresponding the needs of only the middle class, which 

had been considered most Japanese were consist of. 

But it can be changed to respond to needs of individual 

customers.

In terms of points of contact with customers, we will be 

able to send customized information to customers through 

smartphones and the Internet and promptly receive 

requests from them to maintain a close, bi-directional 

connection, instead of one-way communication, such as 

DM in other points of contact than stores.

In our services, we will increase customer purchases and 

the frequency visiting our stores by offering a new Group 

Customer Program that corresponds to MI Card users, 

general card and cash users and inbound tourists.

Although we provided uniform services to customers who 

purchased a large amount, we will respond according 

to the amount of their purchases by making the lounge 

and parking available and providing an attendant service 

in addition to card points. We will develop a system to 

raise the level of our one-to-one services, making full use 

of digital technologies. This is the second aspect of the 

seamlessness in our sales services.

Services at actual stores 
that we keep polishing

In the future, other retail companies will compete in 

enhancing the first type of seamless linkage, which 

wmakes shopping more convenient.

However, a great advantage through which we can 

differentiate ourselves is our three different flagship stores 

in Shinjuku, Nihombashi and Ginza, prime locations 

in Japan and the world. Perhaps we are a unique 

department store group.

I believe that because the three flagship stores continue 

to shine in the real world, our seamless linkage with value 

even in local cities and the Customer Program will become 

a status symbol and be appealing for customers.

For these flagship stores to continue to shine, it is 

important to keep making the necessary investments to 

maintain shops. However, it is more important to continue 

the state for customers to say that Isetan and Mitsukoshi 

are great and impressive by continuing to polish our sales 

services. Unless we can provide a wealth of knowledge 

and warm and smart services tailored to all customers 

who have taken the trouble to visit our stores, they will say 

that it would be better to do research with a smartphone. 

It is competition with the evolution of digital technologies 

rather than competition with rivals, each stylist (sales 

clerk) constantly has to study to upgrade their skills.

Our digital strategy enables us to increase synergy 

among our stores, which are the strength of the Group, 

and it is absolutely necessary to achieve new growth. 

With the digital strategy, we will achieve our targeted key 

performance indicators (KPIs).
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Consider implementing 
balanced growth investments 

and shareholder returns in 
the medium to long term.

Approx. ¥50 billion

Invest in business model 
reform for the department store 
business and growth strategies 

on a preferential basis.

Investment 
based on plan

Approx. ¥144 billion

Expand the revenue base.

Actual results Current three-year plan
During and 

after FY2022FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

Annual dividends 
(annual) ¥12 ¥12 Aim to increase dividends stably over the medium to long term 

in line with growth in profi ts. 

Payout ratio 34.7% 33.4%
Aim to maintain the dividend level of 30% or higher and 
improve it over the medium to long term. 

Share buyback - ¥10 billion 
(maximum)

Consider share buyback continuously and fl exibly as we 
prioritize growth investments.

Total return ratio 34.7% 104.9%
Aim to increase the total return ratio over the medium to long 
term, together with the payout ratio. 

We aim to achievew the KPIs by promoting strategies for the department store business and the real estate business, in 

addition to the complete streamlining of underperforming businesses and the cost structure reform, which we have been 

promoting since FY2017. As for the free cash flows that we will gain in the three-year plan, we will consider using them 

for continuous and flexible shareholder returns by maintaining a balance with growth investments. 

KPIs <Operating Income of ¥50 billion and ROE of 5.0% or Higher in FY2021 >

Cash Flows in the Three-Year Plan

Concept of Shareholder Returns

*Current target values based on estimates.

Operating cash flows 
(including the sale of assets)

Capital Policy2

Plans for
FY2019

Targets for
FY2021

Operating income

¥ 30 billion

Operating income

¥50 billion

ROE

2.4%

ROA

2.4%

ROE

5.0% or higher

ROA

4.0% or higher

Approx. ¥194 billion

Stable dividends
Additional growth investments

Flexible shareholder returns

Medium-Term Management Plan
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Review of FY2017 and FY2018

The Isetan Mitsukoshi Group announced the current three-year 

plan (FY2019 to FY20201) in November 2018, and the fiscal 

year under review is the first year of the plan. Looking back 

on FY2017 and FY2018 immediately before the current three-

year plan, these two years were the period when we worked 

on structural reforms by fundamentally reviewing the existing 

businesses of the Group to rebuild its business base.

While the total assets of the Group at the time (end of FY2016) 

when we embarked on the structural reforms had increased 

to nearly ¥1,310 billion, we reduced the total assets to slightly 

more than ¥1,240 billion (net interest-bearing debt was also 

reduced by slightly more than ¥40 billion) at the end of FY2018 

as a result of reviewing and streamlining of underperforming 

stores and businesses.

In the structural reform initiative, we also reviewed our assets 

from the perspective of increasing added value and using 

them more effectively. Specifically, we sold non-commercial 

properties in Tokyo and newly acquired office properties 

for self-use in Nishi-Shinjuku. In addition, we acquired real 

estate properties surrounding Isetan Shinjuku Main Store in 

preparation for future business expansion. We will continue 

to improve the efficiency of assets by effectively using and 

recomposing them.

Initiatives in the current three-year plan

While structural reforms are ongoing in FY2019, the initiative 

has entered the next stage and shifted focus to the innovation 

of the business model for the department store business and 

further cost structure reforms. Even during the period of the 

current three-year plan, we will maximize efforts to improve 

profitability and asset efficiency and make appropriate strategic 

investments to expand the revenue base in the future.

In the first year of the current three-year plan, we worked on 

the specific review of the three-year financial plan and the 

examination of the capital policy in the first half. As a result, 

we have decided to allocate about ¥144 billion of ¥194 billion 

(including the sale of assets), which are operating cash flows 

for three years, to existing businesses and investments in new 

businesses on the premise of maintaining the target operating 

income of ¥50 billion and ROE of 5.0% or higher, which are 

important management indicators for FY2021.

Regarding the investment allocation, we will allocate about two 

thirds to capital investment to maintain the department store 

business in Japan, which is the current core business, and 

to investments to strengthen the earning power of our stores, 

centered on the flagship stores in the Tokyo Metropolitan 

area. We will allocate the remaining one third to initiatives for 

seamless linkage and digitalization, which are the new strategic 

pillars, and investments in the real estate business and 

overseas business.

As mentioned above, the basic stance on investments during 

the period of the current three-year plan is to make investments 

within the range of operating cash flows, and we will strive to 

maintain a sound financial base (maintain the “A” rating and the 

borrowing potential).

Current capital policy

It goes without saying that the entire Group will enhance its 

corporate value over the medium to long term by expanding 

the revenue base through various initiatives in the current 

three-year plan. While we recognize that our asset efficiency 

(ROA) and capital efficiency (ROE) has been remaining low due 

to the accumulation from the past and we recognize those as 

management and financial issues. We would like to improve 

these issues over the medium to long term by implementing 

business strategies to improve our earnings strength and 

examining and practicing capital policies and financial 

strategies.

Specifically, we will allocate free cash flows of about ¥50 billion 

in the current three-year plan to additional growth strategies 

and shareholder returns in an appropriate balance. Regarding 

the basic policy on shareholder returns, we will aim to maintain 

and improve the payout ratio and increase the total return ratio 

over the medium to long term.

From the perspective of CFO, I recognize that in the future 

Group management will be the most important aspect to 

bring the three elements of the profitability of business, 

capital efficiency and the content of balance sheets closer to 

the optimal state in response to the continuously changing 

business environment. To improve them, we will achieve the 

management indicators in the current three-year plan. In 

addition, we will take offensive and defensive measures under 

a good balance and proceed with bold management reforms 

to lead to the enhancement of our corporate value over the 

medium to long term. 

Director, Managing Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer

Hidehiko Igura

Optimization of 

three important elements 
in future Group management
Profitability of business, capital efficiency and the content of balance sheets
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